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EOTech Launches the New
518/558 Holographic Weapon Sight Series
ANN ARBOR, Mich., November 17, 2014 – EOTech is proud to announce the
introduction of two new models in its line of Holographic Weapon Sights
(HWS). The new series includes the Model 518 and 558 and will hit retail stores
just in time for the holiday gift-giving season.
In response to customer demand, EOTech took all of the best features of its HWS
products and combined them into these highly functional and easy-to-use new
sights. The 518/558 models both feature the highly sought-after quick-release
base and side-button functionality of the EXPS series and run on AA batteries
(lithium or alkaline), the most common batteries in the world.
“We are very excited about our latest HWS offerings,” said Mark Miller,
EOTech product manager. “By combining the HWS features our customers are
most interested in and incorporating them into one design, we are able to provide them a better solution. What’s more, the
two new sights are classified under the U.S. Department of Commerce for export, making it easier for international
customers to sell and use our products.”
The 518 and 558 are compatible with the G33 Magnifier and the recently released EOTech Laser
Battery Caps (LBCs), doubling the aiming capability. Simply remove the standard cap and replace it
with the drop-in LBC visible laser or the LBC2 with both visible and infrared lasers.
Both new models are feature-rich versions of EOTech’s best-selling sights. MSRP on the Model 518
is $539 and $629 for the Model 558.
EOTech, an L-3 company, delivers cutting-edge technology and products, including holographic sighting systems, tactical lasers, and thermal
imaging and night vision equipment. EOTech is dedicated to providing high-quality, battle-tested products for military, law enforcement and
commercial markets around the world. For more information, call (888) 368-4656 or visit www.EOTechInc.com.
Headquartered in New York City, L-3 employs approximately 48,000 people worldwide and is a prime contractor in aerospace systems and national
security solutions. L-3 is also a leading provider of a broad range of communication and electronic systems and products used on military and
commercial platforms. The company reported 2013 (revised) sales of $12.6 billion. To learn more about L-3, please visit the company’s website at
www.L-3com.com.
Safe Harbor Statement Under the Private Securities Litigation Reform Act of 1995
Except for historical information contained herein, the matters set forth in this news release are forward-looking statements. Statements that are
predictive in nature, that depend upon or refer to events or conditions or that include words such as “expects,” “anticipates,” “intends,” “plans,”
“believes,” “estimates,” “will,” “could” and similar expressions are forward-looking statements. The forward-looking statements set forth above
involve a number of risks and uncertainties that could cause actual results to differ materially from any such statement, including the risks and
uncertainties discussed in the company’s Safe Harbor Compliance Statement for Forward-Looking Statements included in the company’s recent
filings, including Forms 10-K and 10-Q, with the Securities and Exchange Commission. The forward-looking statements speak only as of the date
made, and the company undertakes no obligation to update these forward-looking statements.
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